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Abstract
Digital preservation is the most promising method
for preserving the historical documents. But if the
document is an ancient document then this method
may not give the best results and may give results
which might be difficult to read. This further
complicates the problem if the document is written
on both sides, then there may be some impression
of back side written image to the front side image,
which further reduces the readability of the
document. This phenomenon is called “back-tofront interference” and also called “bleeding” or
“show-through”. The binarization of such
documents with conventionally used algorithm
produces unreadable documents. The present study
proposed a new and efficient algorithm to
eliminate back-to-front interference in such type of
historical stained documents. The proposed
algorithm is applied to a set of samples of
historical stained documents which are affected by
back to front interference and gives best outcomes
as compared to other’s work.
Keywords:Back-to-front interference, Bleeding,
Show-through, OCR, Historical documents

I. Introduction
The historical documents are the main source
from where we can get the information about
past civilization but these documents are
affected with a various kind of noises and the
information stored in them is losing day by
day which is big matter of concern.And Image
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Segmentation is considered initial step for
analyzing and understanding historical
document image. It is a process which assigns
label to each pixel in an image in such a
manner that pixels having same label share
same characteristics. The goal of image
segmentation is simply or changes the
representation of an image into something that
is more meaningful and easier to analyze.
Segmentation of archive images is challenging
due to many variation and noises such as
writing style, page degradation, page layout
structure, page decorations. Noises found in
historical documents includes marks of
adhesive tapes, smudges, dark borders, folding
marks, back-to–front interference, faded ink,
difference of illumination and darkened paper
(Figure 1).These noises make image
segmentation process difficult. A specific
trouble is experienced when a document is
written both sides and the opaqueness of the
paper is in such a manner that it permits the
back side printing to be visible on the front
side too. This Problem is termed as “back-tofront interference” [1], “show – through” [2]
or “bleeding” [3].In this paper, an effective
algorithm which evacuate back-to-front
interference
problem
from
historical
documents is developed.
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II. Related Work

(a)

(c)

Several papers in the literature addressed the
back-to-front interference problem. Most of
them are based on waterflow models, wavelet
filtering and thresholding. The most
successful techniques for filtering out back-tofront interference are based on entropy of the
grey-scale document.
Although recent
advances were made in finding efficient
algorithms that yield good quality images, a
final solution to the filtering of back-to-front
interference is still sought off.

(b)

Chien etal [4] proposed algorithm which is
based on water flow model. This
algorithmeffectively divides the document
image into two regions, character and
background, due to property of locally
adaptive
threshold.
This
algorithm
removesdrawback like an automatic stopping
criterion, hierarchical thresholding and
extraction of regions of interest.

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 1: Images of historical archives with
(a) back-to-front interference (b) smudges (c)
results of adhesive tapes (d) blurred ink and
distinctive levels of degradation (e) difference
of illumination (f) dark borders.

The rest of paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives an overview of some
techniques used to remove back-to-front
interference problem in historical documents.
Section III describes the proposed algorithm.
Section IV reports the experimental results
and Section V represent the conclusion.
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Tan et al [5] proposed algorithm based on
wavelet filtering technique
Lins et al [6] used threshold for color to gray
scale transformation which is given by
𝐺𝑣𝑎𝑙 = 0.587𝐺 + 0.299𝑅 + 0.114𝐵(1)
Where Gval is the new pixel intensity and R, G
and B is red, green, blue estimation of original
pixel respectively.
Then, the procedures displayed in that area
were taken as the picture histogram and
standardize each of its entrances by the
aggregate number of pixels in the picture,
yielding a probability distribution given by
relative frequencies. In this manner, the
equations are as:
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𝑝𝑖 =
𝑝𝑡 =

𝑚𝑖
𝑀

, 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 255 (2)

𝑡
𝑖=0 𝑝𝑖

𝐸𝛽 𝑡 = −
𝐸𝜔 𝑡 = −

(3)

where m i represent the quantity of pixels with
grey level i (where i=0 to 255), M represent
the aggregate number of pixels in the picture,
the set {p0 , p1 , … , p255} is the probability
distribution of the pixel gray- levels
considering their relative frequencies, and pt is
the expansion of all probabilities from 0 to t.
Ostu’s [7] proposed algorithm based on
selecting the optimal threshold value which
maximizes the difference between class
variance of resulting object and background
classes. This search for optimal threshold
value is done sequentially until finding a value
that makes variance between two classes or
more maximum. The class variance
𝜎𝐵2 𝑡 given by:
2

𝜎𝐵2 𝑡 = 𝑝𝑡 𝜇𝛽 𝑡 − 𝜇𝑡

+ 1 − 𝑝𝑡

𝜇𝜔 𝑡 −

2

𝜇𝜏 (4)
Where
𝜇𝛽 𝑡 =
𝜇𝜔 𝑡 =
𝜇𝜏 =

255
𝑖 =0

𝑡
𝑖 =0

𝑡

𝑝𝑖
255
𝑖=𝑡+1 𝑖 1−𝑝 ,
𝑡

𝑖 𝑝𝑖 (5)

Kapur et al. [8] proposed algorithm based on
global property of histogram and consider the
frontal area and foundation pictures as
different sources with following distributions
𝑝
𝛽: 𝑝 𝑖 = 𝑝 𝑖 , 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑡(6)
𝑡

𝑝𝑖
1−𝑝 𝑡

𝑡
𝑖=0 𝑝(𝑖) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝
255
𝑖=𝑡+1 𝑝 𝑖 log

𝑖 (8)
𝑝 𝑖

(9)

Where p(i) is dictated by Equations 6 and 7.
The ideal threshold esteem that expands the
entirety of the two entropies is figured as:
𝐸 𝑡 = 𝐸𝛽 𝑡 + 𝐸𝜔 (𝑡) (10)
Yen et al. [10] proposed algorithm based on
the discrepancy between the threshold image
and original image. After that minimization of
cost function is done through which the
classification number that the gray- levels
should be classified and the threshold
valuescan be determined automatically. An
entropic relationship is characterized by
𝑇𝐶 𝑡 = 𝐶𝛽 𝑡 + 𝐶𝜔 𝑡 =
− log
log

𝑝𝑖 2
𝑡
𝑖=0 𝑝
𝑡
𝑝𝑖
255
𝑖=𝑡+1 1−𝑝
𝑡

−
2

(11)

Where 𝐶𝛽 𝑡 and 𝐶𝜔 𝑡 are Ranyientropy, with
ρ=2.

𝑝

𝑖 𝑝𝑖 ,

The argument t is the threshold that enlarges
the between-class variance𝜎𝐵2 𝑡 .

𝜔: 𝑝 𝑖 =
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, 𝑡 + 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 255 (7)

The entropy of the two sources is calculated
as,Abramson [9],
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Mello and Lins[11] proposed algorithm which
search for the most frequently occurring gray
level of the picture and takes it as initial
threshold to calculate the values 𝐸𝛽 , 𝐸𝜔 and E
by equation 8, 9 and 10 respectively.
However, the entropies must be ascertained
with the logarithm to the base M. The entropy
E decides the estimation of weights mβ and
mω :
If E ≤ 0.25, then mβ = 3and mω = 2.
If 0.25 <E< 0.30, then mβ = 2.6 and mω = 1.
If E ≥ 0.30, then mβ = 1 and mω = 1.
Further, the threshold is calculated as
𝑇 = 256(𝑚𝛽 𝐸𝛽 + 𝑚 𝜔 𝐸𝜔 )(12)
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Silva et al. [12] proposed algorithm based on
the entropy of the histogram of the image.
Initially, the entropy H of the gray-scale
picture histogram is computed as:
𝐸 = − 255
𝑖 =0 𝑝𝑖 log 𝑝𝑖 (13)
Where {p0 , p1 ,…,p255} is the priori probability
distribution provided by Equation 2.
The posteriori probability distribution {Pt, 1Pt} is calculated by scanning t levels for each
value of t
andPt ≤ 0.5 is the entropy associated with that
distribution:
𝐸 ′ 𝑡 = 𝑒 𝑝𝑡 (14)
Here,
𝑒 𝑝 = −𝑝 log 2 𝑝 − (1 − 𝑝) log 2 (1 − 𝑝) is
the entropy function and Pt is given by eq. 3.
And, the optimal limit that minimizes the |e(t)|
esteem is given by:
𝑒(𝑡) =

𝐸′
𝐸

− 𝐿(𝐸

log(256 )

log 256

) (15)

Where L is a loss factor, tentatively decided,
given by:
L(E log(256)) =

−3
E log 256 + 0,8 if E log 256 < 0,7
7
E log 256 − 0,2 if E log 256 ≥ 0,7

(16)
Niblack’s [13] proposed method in which the
local threshold value T is calculated within a
window of size W* W as:
𝑇 = 𝑀 + 𝐶. 𝑆 (17)
Where M is the mean quality and S is the
standard deviation estimation of the pixels
inside the window. The estimation of C is in
general - 0.2 and W is 15.
The local mean M and standard deviation S
adapt the value of the threshold according to
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the contrast in the local neighborhood of the
pixel. And C controls the level of adaptation
varying the threshold value.
In Sauvloa [14] method, the threshold value T
is calculated using mean M and standard
Deviation S of the pixels within a window
having size W*Was:
𝑇 = 𝑀. 1 + 𝐶. 𝑆 𝐷 − 1

(18)

Where Dmeans maximum value of the
standard deviation (D= 128 for a grayscale
document), and C represent a bias, which
takes positive values in the range [0.2, 0.5].
The M andS adapt the threshold value
according to the contrast in the local
neighborhood of the pixel. In case of high
contrast region, S ~ D which results in T ~ M.
This result is the same as in Niblack’s [13]
method. However, the difference comes incase
of low contrast region. In that case, T goes
below the M thereby successfully removing
the relatively dark regions of the background.
The parameter Ccontrols the value of the
threshold in the local window such that the
value of C is inversely proportional to T.
The NICK technique [15] has been inspired
from the Niblack’s binarization method.This
method aims to solve the problem of black
noise in Niblack's technique and low contrast
issue in Sauvola's strategy by moving the
thresholding
esteem
downward.
The
binarization equation is:
𝑇 = 𝑀 + 𝐶.

𝑃𝑖2 −𝑀
𝑁

(19)

Where C is a variable in the reach [-0.2, - 0.1],
Pi is the gray level estimation of the pixel, and
N is the aggregate number of pixels.
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Mello [16] proposed an algorithm which is
based on the distance perception. This
algorithm is assumes that when an observer
looks at some object and move back from the
object continuously looking at it. The observer
loses the points of interest of the visual picture
as the perception of the human vision drops
with the distance. Distant items venture
smaller pictures on to the retina. As the
distance between the observer and object
increases, the details are lost and only the
main colors remain visible. In case of
document image when the dimensions of the
image is reduced to small dimension, then the
colors related to the ink tends to disappear and
colors belong to the background remains
visible. When this downsized image is resized
to its original dimension and subtracts it from
the original one, there is a greater probability
that only ink is stronger than the paper. But
this algorithm fails when it comes to
documents with back-to- front interference.

III. Proposed Method
The back-to-front interference noise in the
historical document is a big matter of concern.
The documents affected from this noise are
losing their content day by day. It is very
necessary to preserve such type of documents
and implement an algorithm which can help to
preserve such invaluable historical documents.
Many authors worked on this problem but
none of them provide the satisfactorily
solution. In this paper, new and efficient
algorithm is developed which can effectively
remove back-to-front interference in the
historical stained documents.
The proposed algorithm is described in as:
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IV. Experimental Results

(a)

(c)

To
evaluate
the
proposed
method
experimentally
(with
other
existing
techniques), a clean image (without any
impurity) is required. But it was very difficult
to get the clean image of historical document.
Finally, it was decided to add impurities to a
clean image to compare results given by
proposed method and results given by existing
techniques.

(b)

(d)

(a)

(e)

(g)

(f)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

Figure.2: (a) grayscale image (b) image after apply ing
distance perception (i.e. first reduce the size of image
and then again increase/normalize the size of image,
background extraction) (c) image after removal of
background (d) image after improving contrast of pixels
(e) image after apply ing global binarization(f) image
after erosion operation (g) image after the addition of
Contrast improved image (d) and Eroded image (f)
(h) binarized image using adaptive threshold.
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(g)

(h)
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To evaluate the performance of proposed
algorithm, we consider two well-known
assessment measurements parameters based
on which we compare proposed method with
the existing algorithms for text segmentations.
(i )

(j)

Fig. 3 : (a) Original Image. (b) noisy image (c) image
with noise (noise added to the original image) (d)
Otsu’s method (e) Iterative technique[18](f) Niblack’s
technique (g) Sauvola’s technique (h) Kittler’s
technique[19] (i) NICK’s technique(j) Proposed
method.

1. Structural Similarity index (SSIM): It is a
technique used for calculating the similitude
among two pictures proposed by Wang et al.
[17]. SSIM is characterized as,

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀 𝐴, 𝐵 =

(a)

Where µAand µB implies mean intensities of
two images A and B respectively, σ ABis the
covariance of A and B. σA and σB are the
standard deviation of image A and B
respectively. C1 and C2 are constants. Here C1
= C2 = 0.
The estimation of SSIM (X, Y) can be any
value from interim [-1, 1]. At the point when
the value is equivalent to 1 implies the
pictures are totally comparable and when
equivalent to - 1 implies the pictures are
totally unique.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(2𝜇 𝐴 𝜇𝐵 + 𝐶1 )(2𝜎𝐴𝐵 + 𝐶2 )
(𝜇 2𝐴 + 𝜇 2𝐵 + 𝐶1 )(𝜎𝐴2 + 𝜎𝐵2 + 𝐶2 )

2. Root Mean Square (RMS): It is a strategy
designed for computing divergence among
two matrices. This is also called the root mean
square error (RMSE) or root mean square
deviation (RMSD). In this technique, the
distinction between real (unique) picture and
the changed (by model) picture is ascertained.

(f)

RMS is expressed as
(g)

(h)

Fig. 4: (a) Orig inal Image Historical Docu ment image.
(b) Otsu’s method (c) Iterative Method (d) Niblack’s
Method (e) Sauvola’s Method(f)Kittler’s Method (g)
NICK’s Method (h)Proposed method.
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𝑅𝑀𝑆 𝐴, 𝐵 =

𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑎 𝑖

𝑀

− 𝑏𝑖 )2
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Where, ai and bi are pixels of images A and B
respectively, and M is the aggregate number
of pixels.
The estimation of RMS (A, B) is equivalent to
zero implies that two images have most
extreme closeness and as the quality increases
divergence increments.

Table 1: Relative Study of Various
Binarization Techniques

Special Issue

based on entropy of the grey-scale document.
The performance of algorithms is evaluated on
the basis of RMS and SSIM values. Result in
Table 1 shows that the proposed method
performs well on stained historical documents
than existing methods.The proposed method
may be further improved.The future work will
be automatically calculating the disk radius
used as structural element based on image’s
resolution.
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